WOW!!!!!!!!!!!
Just a very quick note as there is no way that I will be able to catch you all at the end of the day (especially if the
heavens have opened at pick up time like yesterday!!), but I really wanted to tell you what superstars your children
have been. (I strongly suspect, in fact I have inside info in some cases, that they may be too tired to tell you!).
So what have we been up to the last two days?











We have been into the hall for a very brief assembly with the rest of the school and met Miss Duckett our
Head teacher. We were told we were the best class in the school at going into assembly as we were so quiet
and sat listening beautifully 
We have walked, hopped, jumped and skipped in the hall as it’s a great space to do some PE; we were great at
stopping quickly which is really important too! The hall is also the place that Reception children would be
having their lunch so it was important to explore 
Those of us with big brothers or sisters in school went to wave at their classroom doors, just so they remember
we are at school too 
We have explored and got to know our way around the classroom, meeting the staff and lots of new friends.
We have talked about and painted our faces ready to display in our classroom, we smiled for the camera for
our new peg labels, made plasticine models, lego structures and printed pictures. We got lots of the toys out as
we explored our classroom, but we also managed to tidy up well too! 
Reception children went to lunch in the hall and played on the big playground with some of their older friends
(play leaders). Nursery lunch club enjoyed exploring Diamond playground when they had finished eating 
We had a story after lunch to give us chance to get a little bit of energy back. We were super listeners and had
lots of ideas about “What might be in the bucket?” I wonder if they can remember what ended up in mine )
We had a snack time treat mid-morning, and again this afternoon to keep our energy levels up to the end of
the day.

And then we are looking forward to going home, having a cuddle and a good night’s sleep ready to do it all again
tomorrow.
The trickiest part of our day is arriving as our cloakroom gets so busy, but we all managed really well (and Mummies
and Daddies hid their tears well too!).
Please note in the event of heavy rain if you are at school as the gates open feel free to come straight to the classroom
to collect rather than waiting. This will also save some children queuing in the rain 

Well done Diamond, a great start, I am already very proud of
you! It’s going to be a great year Sparklies


Alison Stewart

